Year 2
Week 13
Date: 6th July – 10th July
Hello Year 2,
We hope you are finding the activities we set for you fun and are learning lots of new things.
As well as your home learning resources, Times Tables Rockstar’s and reading three times per
week, here is some additional learning for you to complete over the next week. You may
complete written tasks on a computer if you do not have enough paper. This will help your ICT
skills for when you return to school.
Spelling
Miss Smith’s class:
https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/95/18-The%20-sound-spelt-o
other
brother
mother
another
smother
nothing
Monday

Mrs Gharib/Miss Brealey’s class:
https://spellingframe.co.uk/spelling-rule/85/8-The-l-sound-spelt-–el-at-the-end-of-words
camel
tunnel
squirrel
travel
towel
trowel
tinsel

Click on the spelling tiles button to practice spelling words including these rules.
Click the practice/test button to practice your spellings of these rules and to test yourself. You
could test yourself at the beginning of the week and again at the end to see how much you have
improved.
At the bottom of the page there is a ‘print word list’ button. Click on this to get a list of spelling to
practice on a piece of paper at home.
Reading Comprehension (resources taken from Twinkl).
Miss Smith’s class- Choose either the 2 star or 3 star text depending on how confident you feel
reading them. Then complete the activities below.

Miss Smith’s class activities:
1. What type of text is this? Eg. Instructions, newspaper report.
-Can you find and highlight these features in the text:
Title
Introductory paragraph
Subheadings
Numbered steps
Imperative verbs (bossy verbs)
Chronological order
Time connectives
Images
Interesting fact
2. What is the purpose of each of the features you have identified?
3. Which feature do you think is the most important to the text type? Try to use the text to
explain why.
4. Why do instructions put the lists of ingredients and equipment before the steps? What
would happen if they weren’t at the beginning?
5. Use the text to answer these questions.
-What is feta cheese made from?
-Find one verb that describes how to pour the olive oil on top.
- What is the Greek name for this salad?
-When is it nice to eat this salad?
-Number these events in order by reading the instructions.

Mrs Gharib/Miss Brealey’s classUse this diary entry to help answer the questions. Choose either the 1 star or 2 star text
depending on how confident you are with reading. If you choose 1 star and it is too easy then try
the 2 star.

Miss Brealey / Mrs Gharib’s class activities:
1. What type of text is this? Eg. Instructions, newspaper report.
-Can you find and highlight these features in the text:
Title
Introductory paragraph (the paragraph after the title that tells us what we are doing)
Subheadings (tell us what each section is)
Numbered steps
Imperative verbs (bossy verbs)
Chronological order (all the steps in the correct order)
Images
Time connectives
Interesting fact
2. What is the purpose of each of the features you have identified?
3. Rank each of the 8 features above in how important they are to the text type. 1 being very
important and 8 being least important. Think of reasons for why you have ranked them
this way.
4. Use the text to answer these questions.

5.

English
Using the text above you are going to analyse the text features of instructions this week and
then build up to writing our own set of instructions next week.
Miss Smith’s class:
1. When writing instructions, it is important to set out the instructions clearly so that the
reader understands and can follow the instructions clearly.
On a blank piece of a4 map out where the different sections/features of instructions
should go.
2. Within instructions it is important to have a clear section for what the reader will need to
have ready before they start to follow the instructions. Sort these items into the correct
subheadings (ingredients or equipment). What do you think you would use these
materials to make?
- Mince beef
- Boiling water
- Kettle
- Spaghetti
- Ladle
- Colander
- Onion
- Tomato sauce
- Salt and pepper

- Cheese
3. Something which is missing from the instructions above are expanded noun phrases to
add extra information to the reader and make the instructions more interesting. Can you
choose 5 of the steps and re-write them to include expanded noun phrases.
4. Time connectives have been used to show when the steps are happening. Can you make a
list of all the time connectives that you could use within instructions.
5. Something else which is used within instructions are adverbs. These tell us how to do the
verb such as carefully chop the tomatoes. Can you read through the instructions and add
in adverbs to tell the reader how to do the verb. Make sure they make sense- you
wouldn’t say quickly chop as this could the dangerous.

Using the text above you are going to analyse the text features this week and build up skills to
be able to create your own story next week.
Mrs Gharib/Miss Brealey’s class:
1. When writing instructions it is really important that they are in chronological order. Can
you arrange these parts of instructions on how to brush your teeth so that they are in the
correct order. (You could print and cut them out or write them in the correct order on a
piece of paper.

Finally dry your mouth completely with the towel.
Then quickly rinse your mouth with water.
 A tube of toothpaste
After that rinse the toothbrush under the tap.
Keep brushing carefully for two minutes.
 A toothbrush
How to clean your teeth
Next brush the toothpaste all over your teeth.
What you do:
 A towel
Then turn on the tap and wet the toothbrush.
 Water

What you need:
First, squeeze a small amount of toothpaste onto the brush.

2. When writing instructions it is important to outline the equipment that the reader will
need before you start to follow the instructions. Think about your favourite meal at home.
Ask a grown up to help you write a list of ingredients and equipment that you would need
to make the meal. Remember when you write subheading they need to be underlined and
the items listed underneath the correct subheading.
3. When writing instructions it is good to include lots of adjectives within the writing to
interest the reader and describe the materials better. Can you think of appropriate
adjectives to describe these items from the instructions above; tomatoes, chopping
board, knife, olives, cucumber.
4. When writing instructions it is really important to make sure that the sentences are clear
and the instructions make sense. Re-write these instructions on how to make a cake to
ensure they make sense and are clear.

-

Heat the oven and put the paper cases in.

-

Sieve them into the cold, glass bowl.

-

Beated together them in another bowl.

-

Stirred the eggs in.

-

Add the vanilla essence.

-

Mix in the powdery stuff and mixed well.

-

Spoon the mixture out.

5. Adverbs are used in instructions to help tell the reader how to do the verbs. Eg carefully
chop the tomatoes. Add adverbs into the first 4 steps of the instructions.

Maths
Using Times Table Rockstar’s focus on your 2, 5, 10 and 3 times tables (if you feel confident with
these and are getting them correct in under 2 minutes please go onto learning 4 and 8 times
tables).
(Resources taken from White Rose Hub)
This week’s focus will be 3d shapes. Have a good think about all the work we have done
in class over the course of the year to help you remember and complete the following
activities.

Miss Smith’s class:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Find some 3d objects around your home. Group them into shapes with more than 6 edges or
shapes will less than 6 edges. What about grouping them into shapes with a square face, shapes
without a square face.

5.

Mrs Gharib/Miss Brealey’s class:
1.

2.

3.

4.

How could you sort these objects? Draw a venn diagram to sort these items. Choose headings
of your own for each section. Remember the middle section is where they go if the shape fits
into both categories.

5.

Find some 3d objects around your own home. Can you make different repeating patterns with
them?
Theme - Extreme Habitats

Habitats can be found in many locations all around the world. This week we are going to have a
look at two different countries which have very different habitats and wildlife.
Use the aerial maps to help you complete these activities along with your own research.
1. Compare the two maps. What human and physical features can you see in each town?
2. Compare the two towns. Size? Temperature? Population? Attractions?
3. What kind of habitats would you expect to find in each location? What animals would you
expect to find in these habitats?
4. Have a go at sketching your own maps for these areas. Try to include the main features
such as main roads, housing areas and physical features of the area.
5. Imagine there is a new hotel opening up in Sao Domingos do Capim. Can you design and
write a travel brochure encouraging people to come and visit. Think about what would
want to make people visit. Make sure you use interesting vocabulary and capital letters
and full stops when writing your sentences. Can you include different sentence types?

Aerial map of some of Cleethorpes and Grimsby (UK)

Aerial map Sao Domingos do Capim in the State of Para (Brazil)

Family Project –
Why not have a go at making
your own play dough using the
recipe below.
Use it to mould and create lots
of different animals. Have a go
at using it to create animals for
different habitats. Which would
be found in the ocean? In the
rainforest? In the desert?

https://www.bbcgoodfood.com/howto/guide/playdough-recipe

Keep fit and stay active:
PE with Joe Wicks, The Body Coach: https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html
Cosmic Kids Yoga and Mindfulness: https://www.cosmickids.com/category/watch/
Go Noodle (movement and mindfulness): https://www.gonoodle.com/
Supermovers (dance videos linked to the curriculum): https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/supermovers
Additional information:
• If you are keeping a Diary - Keep adding entries. We would love to find out what you have
been doing during your time at home.
• Please continue to record your reading in your reading records.
• Please continue to follow the Governments recommendations and stay indoors.
• Please continue to check the school website for any new information.

